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Abstract 
 

The traditional block-based motion compensation methods in frame rate up-conversion (FRUC) only 

use a single uniquely motion vector field. However, there will always be some mistakes in the motion 

vector field whether the advanced motion estimation (ME) and motion vector analysis (MA) 

algorithms are performed or not. Once the motion vector field has many mistakes, the quality of the 

interpolated frame is severely affected. In order to solve the problem, this paper proposes a novel joint 

overlapped block motion compensation method (8J-OBMC) which adopts motion vectors of the 

interpolated block and its 8-neighbor blocks to jointly interpolate the target block. Since the 

smoothness of motion filed makes the motion vectors of 8-neighbor blocks around the interpolated 

block quite close to the true motion vector of the interpolated block, the proposed compensation 

algorithm has the better fault-tolerant capability than traditional ones. Besides, the annoying blocking 

artifacts can also be effectively suppressed by using overlapped blocks. Experimental results show 

that the proposed method is not only robust to motion vectors estimated wrongly, but also can to 

reduce blocking artifacts in comparison with existing popular compensation methods. 

Keywords:  Frame rate up-conversion (FRUC), 8-neighbor blocks, minimum mean square error 

(MMSE), Tikhonov regularization, overlapped block 
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1. Introduction 

Frame rate up-conversion (FRUC) refers to the technique that constructs a high frame rate 

video by periodically inserting new frames into an input lower frame rate video. FRUC has 

wide applications in video processing, such as the conversion between two display formats 

with different frame rates, low bit-rate video communication, the reduction of motion blur of 

the liquid crystal display (LCD) TVs, and side information generation in distributed video 

coding (DVC), etc [1-4]. Various FRUC algorithms have been developed, and a simple 

approach is to combine the pixel values at the same spatial location without considering 

object motions, e.g., frame repetition or frame averaging. Although these algorithms provide 

acceptable visual quality in the absence of motions, they can produce motion jerkiness and 

ghosting artifacts of moving objects. In order to remove these negative effects, a more 

appropriate approach is to perform frame interpolation along the motion trajectories. This is 

commonly referred to as motion-compensated frame rate up-conversion (MC-FRUC). 

MC-FRUC consists of two steps, motion estimation (ME) and motion compensated 

interpolation (MCI). ME is a process of calculating a motion vector which must represent the 

true motion vector of objects in the image sequence since all interpolation processes are 

controlled by the motion vectors. Most MC-FRUC algorithms utilize the block-matching 

algorithm (BMA) for ME on account of its simpleness and easy implementation [5-6]. The 

unidirectional ME is a common approach but introduces the overlapped (multi-passing of 

motion trajectories) and hole (no motion trajectory is passing) regions in the interpolated 

frame. To avoid holes and overlapped regions, [7] proposed bi-directional ME (BME) which 

arranges the unique motion vector for every block in the interpolated frame. However, 

motion vectors estimated using BME are often not faithful to true object motions, several 

approaches for obtaining more accurate BME has been proposed in some recent work [8-9]. 

The above-mentioned ME algorithms mostly use the full search so as to high computational 

complexity and low accuracy. In order to improve defects of full search, [10] proposed a 3-D 

recursive ME (3DRS) which has been applied to several MCI schemes. The ME may 

sometimes result in non-consistent motion fields, thus some motion vector post processing 

methods [11-12] were proposed to smooth the motion fields. MCI is a process to make an 

interpolated frame with motion vectors obtained from ME and usually performs block by 

block. Whereas block edges may not always be consistent with the heterogeneous object 

edges, and thus blocking artifacts are usually perceived in the regions where one block has a 

significantly different motion compared with its neighbors. By extending traditional MCI, 

overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) [13-14] was employed for its efficiency of 

reducing blocking artifacts. However, OBMC may result in blurring or over-smoothing 

artifacts in case of non-consistent motion regions since it assigns fixed weights for 

neighboring blocks. For better adjusting the weights of OBMC, an adaptive OBMC 

(AOBMC) [15] was also proposed to tune the weights of different blocks according to the 
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reliability of neighboring motion vectors. Recently, [16-17] blazed a new trail for FRUC by 

introducing auto-regressive (AR) model in which each pixel in the interpolated frame is 

approximated by a linear combination of the pixels in a square neighborhood in the reference 

frames. In addition, [18] brought in Bayesian concept to adaptively fuse multiple predictions 

interpolated by different ME strategies. 

    In this paper, we propose a motion compensation method 8J-OBMC for FRUC based on 

our previous work [19]. The proposed method cannot use a single motion vector to perform 

block-based MCI but adopts motion vectors of the interpolated block and its 8-neighbor 

blocks to jointly make a better prediction under the two assumptions that the temporal 

symmetry between previous and following frames and the smoothness of motion vector field. 

Different from 8J-MCI proposed by [19], we use the overlapped blocks to interpolate the 

current frame in order to suppress blocking artifacts. The results of simulation show that the 

proposed method is not only robust to motion vector estimated wrongly, but also can reduce 

blocking artifacts than 8J-MCI. Besides, the MC-FRUC algorithm comprised of BME and 

our joint compensation method also obtains the better performance in contrast with existing 

FRUC algorithms. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the basic 

MC-FRUC model and discusses its existing problem. Details of the proposed method are 

presented in Section 3. Section 4 reports and discusses the simulation results of the proposed 

method followed by conclusions in Section 5. 

2. The Basic MC-FRUC Model and Its Existing Problem 

The basic MC-FRUC model can be described briefly using probability theory [18]. Suppose 

ft is the interpolated frame to be estimated, and the previous and the following neighboring 

frames of ft refer to ft-1 and ft+1, respectively. The goal of FRUC problem is to predict a pixel 

value with maximum probability for each pixel of ft based on ft-1 and ft+1. The mathematical 

formulation of this problem is 

                         
t

t t t-1 t+1
ˆ arg max Pr( | , )

f
f f f f .                 

(1) 

Here, Pr (·) is the probability density function.  

Since the three consecutive frame ft, ft-1 and ft+1 should be consistent and form a 

continuous scene, there is motion to link the interpolated frame ft with the reference frames 

ft-1 and ft+1 . By utilizing motion field mt of ft, (1) can be reformulated as 
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The intuitive interpretation of this formulation is as follows. Firstly, we get the 

probability distribution of motion field mt of the interpolated frame ft. Second, the 

probability distribution of ft is calculated by considering all possible motion fields. At last, 

we find a pixel value with maximum probability for each pixel of ft. However, the 

probability of motion field is difficult to model, so (2) cannot be solved directly. In practice, 

this model is commonly divided into two parts, 

                          
t

t t t-1 t+1
ˆ arg max Pr( | , )

m
m m f f ,                 

(3) 

                          
t

t t t-1 t+1 t
ˆ arg max Pr( | , , )

f
f f f f m .                    (4) 

The goal of (3) is to find the most probable motion field of ft, and the process is called 

ME in basic MC-FRUC model. Since mistakes can still happen in the estimated motion field 

tm̂ , the motion vector analysis (MA) is commonly performed after ME to correct some 

vectors. The model (4) is the mathematical formulation of MCI which estimates the 

interpolated frame based on the estimated motion field tm̂ . 

In conclusion, the basic MC-FRUC model can be summed up as Fig. 1. Since the quality 

of interpolated frame estimated by MCI mainly depends on the accuracy of the single motion 

field tm̂ , the motion that links the interpolated frame ft with the pair of reference frames ft-1 

and ft+1  is the key factor to be consider in the basic MC-FRUC model. However, the true 

motion field cannot be obtained in practice, and it can only be approached by some advanced 

ME and MA algorithm. We can also see by (3) that the estimated motion field tm̂  just 

appears with maximum probability. In other words, other motion fields might also come out 

with the smaller probability. This is the main problem in basic MC-FRUC model, and the 

source of the problem is that the two formulas (3) and (4) only consider the most probable 

motion field but ignore other motion fields. In order to solve the problem, this paper 

proposes a strategy that uses the multiple motion fields as much as possible to jointly 

compensate the interpolated frame. The proposed algorithm will be discussed in the 

following section. 

1 1ˆ argmaxPr( | , )
t

t t t t
m

m m f f 
1 1

ˆ argmaxPr( | , , )
t

t t t t t
f

f f f f m 

Fig. 1. The block diagram of basic MC-FRUC model 
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3. Description of the Proposed Method 

In the basic MC-FRUC model, once the estimated motion field has many incorrect motion 

vectors, the quality of interpolated frame will severely be affected. A straightforward method 

to solve this problem is to consider all possible motion fields as (2). It is difficult to model 

the probability of motion field Pr (mt|ft-1,ft+1), but the next best thing is to choose several 

motion fields with high probability to jointly make a prediction of the interpolated frame. In 

order to avoid high complexity, the MCI will be performed block by block. As shown in 

Fig.2, the proposed algorithm consists of two parts: the first part is to construct a candidate 

motion vector set of the interpolated block, and the second part is to utilize the multiple 

motion vectors from the candidate motion vector set to jointly interpolate the target block. 

tf1tf  1tf 

1ˆ tm
2ˆ tm

3ˆ tm 1ˆ tm

2ˆ tm
3ˆ tm

 

Fig. 2. Multiple motion vectors jointly interpolate the target block 

3.1 Construction of Candidate Motion Vectors 

The candidate motion vectors of the interpolated block should be close to its true motion 

vector. Since motion vector fields are usually smooth, motion vectors from neighboring 

blocks are commonly closer to the true vector of the current block. Most motion vector 

analysis algorithms use the assumption to correct outliers appearing in motion vector field, 

as shown in Fig. 3. Likewise, depending on the assumption, the candidate motion vector set 

of the interpolated block can be constructed by motion vectors of the interpolated block and 

its 8-neighbor blocks. There will always be some motion vectors estimated correctly or even 

true motion vector in the candidate motion vector set, so this method has the better 

fault-tolerant capability than traditional ones using a single motion vector with maximum 

probability. 
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                      (a) Smooth region                  (b) Outlier 

Fig. 3. Motion vector field models 

In this paper, we perform bi-directional ME (BME) algorithm proposed in [20] which 

briefly described as follows. First of all, a block matching algorithm using full search is used 

to estimate the motion field between the previous frame ft-1 and the following frame ft+1. For 

each block x in the previous frame ft-1, its motion vector directing at the block in interpolated 

frame ft is derived as half the motion vector directing at the matching block in the following 

frame ft+1. However, this rigid block-based ME scheme fails to capture all aspects of the 

motion field, and if frame interpolation is performed, overlapped and uncover areas will 

appear. This is because the motion vectors obtained do not necessarily go through the center 

of each non-overlapped block in the interpolated frame. In order to make each 

non-overlapped block in the interpolated frame owns a single motion vector, the motion 

vector nearest to the center of the interpolated block is selected from the available candidate 

vectors obtained in the previous step. Then, the BME refinement is performed in search 

range confined to a small displacement around the initial block position, and the block 

matching algorithm uses the sum of bilateral absolute differences (SBAD) [15] based on the 

temporal symmetry between previous and following frames. 

3.2 Proposed Joint Compensation Method 

Suppose xtp is the block interpolated using backward candidate motion vectors mti, i = 1,2,..,9, 

and xtf is the block interpolated using forward candidate motion vectors -mti, i = 1,2,..,9 , 

under the assumption of temporal symmetry. Note that xtp and xtf are the vectorized signal 

through raster scanning. The candidate matching blocksφti in the previous frame ft-1 can be 

found by using the following formula, 

                              ti t-1 ti( ) ( )  1, 2,...,9f i  s s m .               

(5) 

Here, s denotes a pixel position in the interpolated block. Likewise, the candidate matching 

blocksψti in the following frame ft+1 can also be found by using the following formula, 

                          ti t+1 ti( ) ( )  1, 2,...,9f i  s s m .                 (6) 

Then, the xtp can be predicted by the linear weighted sum of all candidate matching blocksφ

ti in the previous frame ft-1, that is, 
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9

tp i ti 1 1
1i




   x n Φα n                       

(7) 

Here, the coefficients αi , which compose the column vector α = [α1, α2,…, α9]
T , determine 

the weight of each candidate matching blocks, and the dictionary formed by the candidate 

matching blocks is Φ = [φt1, φt2,…, φt9]. Assuming the noise component n1k from n1 = 

[n11,n12,...,n1L]T has been generated independently, where L is the length of xtp, and n1k is 

chosen to be a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance σ1
2, that is, Pr(n1k) = N(0, 

σ1
2). Similarly, the xtf can be predicted by 

                                
9

tf i ti 2 2
1i




   x n Ψβ n .               

(8) 

Here, Pr (n2k) = N(0, σ2
2). The probability distribution of residual error e can be calculated by 

(7) and (8), 

               
2
2

tp tf 2 2 /2 2 2
1 2 1 2

|| ( ) ||1
Pr( ) exp{ }

[2 ( )] 2( )L    
 

   
 

e Φα Ψβ
e x x .      

(9) 

The mean square error is that  

                        2 2 2 2
2 1 2 2(|| || ) ( ) || ||E L     e Φα Ψβ .              

(10) 

On the basis of the assumption that the temporal symmetry between previous and 

following frames, the xtp should be similar to the xtf.. Therefore, the weights α and β can be 

computed by the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion. It is noted that the weights 

α and β cannot be zero vector since one candidate block at least contributes to the prediction 

of the interpolated block, so we need to add constrains on α and β. Above all, the optimal 

model is as follows,  

  2
2,

, arg min || || 
α β

α β Φα Ψβ ,  

T T. .  1,  1s t  u α u β .                 

(11) 

Here, u is a full-ones vector. 

However, without prior knowledge of the ‘truth’, the model (11) often produces 

over-fitting. To reducing the bad effects caused by over-fitting, the most common approach 

is to regularize the MMSE model using Tikhonov regularization which imposes an L2 
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penalty on the norm of α and β, that is, 

                    2 2 2
2 α 2 β 2,

, arg min{|| || (|| || || || )}   
α β

α β Φα Ψβ Γ α Γ β , 

                                
T T. .  1, 1s t  u α  u β ,               

(12) 

where Гα and Гβ are known as the Tikhonov matrix [21]. The Гα and Гβ terms allow the 

imposition of prior knowledge on the solution α and β. In our case, we can exploit the 

approach that the candidate matching blocks using the motion vectors closer to the true 

motion vectors should be given larger weight than the candidate matching blocks using the 

motion vectors far from the true motion vectors. It is obvious that if the motion vector is 

closer to the true motion vector, the candidate block in the previous frame found by it, is 

more similar to the corresponding candidate block in the following frame on account of 

temporal symmetry. Therefore, we proposed the diagonal Гα and Гβ in the form of  

               

2
t1 t1 2

2
t2 t2 2

α β

2
t9 t9 2

|| ||

|| ||

|| ||

 
   
 
 

  

Γ Γ


 
 

 

.       

(13) 

With this structure, Гα and Гβ penalize weights of large magnitude assigned to the candidate 

blocks using the motion vectors which are far from the true motion vectors. In order to solve 

the model (12), a new model equivalent to model (12) is generated as follows: 

                             
2 2
2 2

ˆ arg min{|| || || || } 
w

w Xw Γw ,  

                                 
T T. .  1,   1s t  p w q w ,                       (14) 

where X = [Φ,-Ψ], Г = diag(Гα , Гβ), w = [αT, βT]T, p = [uT,0T]T, and q = [0T,uT]T. Then, ŵ  
can be calculated directly by the usual Tikhonov solution, 

                     T T 1
1 2

1
ˆ ( ) ( )

2
     w X X Γ Γ p q ,                

(15) 

             

1T T T 1 T T T 1
1

T T T 1 T T T 1
2

2( ) ( )

2( ) ( )

  
  

 

 

     
           

p X X Γ Γ p p X X Γ Γ q

q X X Γ Γ p q X X Γ Γ q
.    

(16) 

Here, λ is a scale factor that controls the relative effect of the Tikhonov-regularization term 

in the optimization (14). We found in practice that a value λ∈[0.1,0.3] provided the best 

results, consequently, we use λ = 0.25 from point on. 
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Given the solution ŵ  of model (14), we can use all candidate blocks to jointly 
interpolate the target block as follows, 

                       t

1 1
ˆ( ) [ , ]

2 2
  x Φα Ψβ Φ Ψ w .                 

(17) 

However, if weight coefficients are computed by using non-overlapped blocks, the 

interpolation must be achieved by the linear weighted sum of these non-overlapped blocks. 

Therefore, the blocking artifacts can also appear since the non-overlapped block cannot 

guarantee to reasonably estimate the pixel value in edge regions where object occlusion leads 

to the probability that a block contains multiple motion vectors. In order to overcome this 

problem, the overlapped block can be introduced to perform the above-mentioned 

compensation scheme. Suppose the size of the interpolated block is b×b, we enlarge its 

block size to 2b×2b, as shown in Fig. 4. By using the motion vector of the interpolated 

block, we can find candidate overlapped blocks and obtain the result of interpolation by the 

linear weighted sum of them. However, the four region A, B,C and D in each interpolated 

block overlap the neighboring blocks, e.g. the region A overlaps the top left four neighboring 

blocks V1, V2,V3 and V4. Therefore, each pixel in the interpolated block has the four 

candidate estimates, and we get the final pixel value by using raised cosine window proposed 

by [13]. For the sake of simpler notations, we assume that s is located on the A region of the 

interpolated block Bt which is the overlapped block corresponding to the vector xt. Then, 

each pixel Bt(s) is predicted using four candidate estimates from neighboring blocks V1, 

V2,V3 and V4. Let Bvi(s) denotes the pixel value from the overlapped block Vi and wini(s) 

denotes the corresponding weighting coefficient. So, the Bt(s) can be computed by using the 

following formula,  

                           
4

t i vi
1

( ) ( ) ( )
i

win


 B s s B s .                     (18) 

 

Fig. 4. Illustration of overlapped block 

4. Experimental Results 

The performance of the proposed joint compensation method 8J-OBMC for FRUC algorithm 

has been evaluated using 4 test sequences, which are in the standard CIF format and 30Hz 
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frame rate. They are Mobile (containing rich details and slow motions), Bus (containing 

complex textures and medium speed motions), Football (containing fast motions) and 

Foreman (containing rich motions in the foreground and slight wobbles in the background). 

Every even frame of the first 100 frames in each test sequence is dropped and interpolated by 

the proposed algorithm. In all experiments, the block size is set 16×16 , and the motion 

vector field will be estimated using BME algorithm in which the radius of the search range 

in forward ME is 16 pixels and the radius of the search range in BME refinement is 2 pixels.  

4.1 Evaluation of the Robustness to Incorrect motion vectors 

In order to evaluate the fault-tolerant capability for motion vectors, the 8J-OBMC is 

compared with the OBMC [13] using popular MA algorithms in [7, 20, 22]. The average 

peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) of the 50 interpolated frames within each test sequence 

are presented in Table 1. Note that all methods use the motion vector field estimated by 

BME. It can be observed that the performance of our algorithm is a little better than the 

OBMC using MA algorithms in addition to the Mobile sequence. Since the Mobile sequence 

containing simple and slow motions has a flat motion field, the motion vector of the 

interpolated block is quite approach to the motion vectors of its 8-nerghbor blocks so that the 

interpolated block is less affected by its surrounding motion vectors. Therefore, for the 

Mobile sequence, the performance of our method is basically close to the compensation 

method using the median vector filter [22] or weighted median vector filter [20]. In 

conclusion, we can see that the 8J-OBMC can interpolate the target block while correcting 

the incorrect motion vector. However, the matrix operations in the proposed algorithm also 

increases computational burden which can be regarded as the cost of mixing in MA 

operating. 

Table 1. The evaluation of fault-tolerant capability for the proposed compensation algorithm 

 Mobile Bus Football Foreman Average 

OBMC 27.02 26.61 22.42 34.23 27.57 

OBMC + MA in [7] 27.17 27.24 22.65 34.56 27.91 

OBMC + MA in [22] 29.13 25.86 22.11 33.47 27.69 

OBMC + MA in [20] 29.27 27.42 22.59 34.66 28.49 

8J-OBMC 29.03 27.93 22.96 34.72 28.66 

4.2 Subjective Evaluation 

We compare the subjective visual quality of the proposed 8J-OBMC with those of the 

traditional compensation methods MCI, OBMC, AOBMC [15] and 8J-MCI [19] which use 

the same motion vector field estimated by BME as the proposed method. It can be obviously 

seen from Fig. 5 that the 13th frame containing medium complex motions in Foreman 

recovered by MCI has some blocking artifacts (highlighted in red circle). Both OBMC and 

AOBMC suppress blocking artifacts in certain degree but result in blurring or 
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over-smoothing artifacts. The frame recovered using 8J-MCI has the higher PSNR than 

OBMC and AOBMC, but the blocking artifacts are only slightly smoothed because of using 

non-overlapped blocks. However, the 8J-OBMC using overlapped blocks not only removes 

blocking artifacts but also has not over-smoothing artifacts. For the 12th frame containing 

slow motions in Mobile, as shown in Fig. 6, the numbers on calendar recovered by MCI, 

OBMC, AOBMC and 8J-MCI contain many annoying artifacts. On the other hand, the 

proposed scheme 8J-OBMC recovers these numbers visually pleasantly (highlighted in red 

circle). In additions, our method provides up to 0.47dB – 2.57dB better PSNR performance 

than other conventional ones. 

                        

                 (a) Original             (b) MCI              (c) OBMC 

                                  PSNR = 30.85 dB       PSNR = 31.65 dB 

                         

                 (d) AOBMC             (e) 8J-MCI            (f) 8J-OBMC 

                PSNR = 31.70 dB        PSNR = 32.60 dB        PSNR = 32.86 dB 

Fig. 5. The comparison of subjective visual quality for Foreman (13th frame) 

                               

               (a) Original              (b) MCI              (c) OBMC 

                                    PSNR = 24.71 dB       PSNR = 25.32 dB 
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                   (d) AOBMC           (c) 8J-MCI            (d) 8J-OBMC 

                PSNR = 25.30 dB        PSNR = 26.81 dB       PSNR = 27.28 dB 

Fig. 6. The comparison of subjective visual quality for Mobile (12th frame) 

4.3 Objective Evaluation  

In this section, three FRUC algorithms are selected as benchmarks, including the 

well-known 3DRS [10], MAAR (one of the state-of-the-art FRUC schemes) [17], DualME 

[8] and 8J-MCI with BME [19]. In the experiments, the motion search range for MAAR and 

DualME is set to 17×17. The ME block size used in these three benchmarks is 8×8. In 

order to compare with them, the MC-FRUC is constituted by BME algorithm and our 

8J-OBMC. Its parameter settings are the same as the two experiments described above. The 

average PSNRs of the 50 interpolated frames are shown for each test sequence in Table 2. It 

can be observed that our MC-FRUC algorithm have the higher PSNR than other algorithms 

for all sequences except Foreman. The proposed scheme shows its superiority on sequences 

containing slow and medium speed motions, such as Mobile and Bus. For Football sequence 

containing fast motions, our method is also a little better than MAAR and 8J-MCI. However, 

for Foreman sequence, the best algorithm MAAR outperforms our method about 0.5 dB. The 

main reason is that Foreman sequence contains slight wobbles in the background, but our 

method does not take the global motion in account, so the quality of the interpolated frame 

decays in a certain degree. The average PSNRs of different algorithms are also presented in 

Table 2. It can be seen that the proposed method obtains the highest PSNR among all 

algorithms. In addition, the proposed method has a moderate computation complexity and 

the average processing time of each frame is about 5 s on a laptop (2.20 GHz Intel Core Duo 

CPU, 2 GB memory and MATLAB 7.6 simulation software). 

Table 2. The PSNR (dB) comparison of different FRUC methods for CIF video sequences 

 Mobile Bus Football Foreman Average 

3DRS 27.03 25.99 22.28 33.51 27.20 

MAAR 28.18 27.00 22.81 35.28 28.32 

DualME 22.45 22.96 20.90 31.65 24.49 

8J-MCI 28.67 28.02 22.96 34.81 28.62 

8J-OBMC 29.03 28.93 23.05 34.72 28.93 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we presented a novel motion compensation method 8J-OBMC for FRUC. The 

proposed algorithm cannot use a single motion vector to perform block-based MCI but 

adopts motion vectors of the interpolated block and its 8-neighbor blocks to jointly 

interpolate the target block. Firstly, we perform the BME algorithm to compute the motion 

vectors of interpolated frame. Then, depending on the two assumptions that the temporal 

symmetry between previous and following frames and the smoothness of motion vector field, an 

MMSE model using Tikhonov regularization is used to compensate the interpolated frame. In 

order to suppress the annoying block artifacts, the overlapped block is applied to the interpolating 

process. The main advantage of our joint compensation approach is that it can interpolate the 

target block while correcting the mistakes exiting in motion field. Experimental results show 

that the proposed method is not only robust to motion vector estimated wrongly, but also can 

to reduce blocking artifacts by using overlapped block in comparison with existing popular 

compensation methods. In addition, the MC-FRUC algorithm comprised of BME and our 

joint compensation method outperforms MAAR (one of the state-of-the-art FRUC schemes) 

in the average PSNR for the test image sequence. 

As future work, it is planned to enhance the performance of our joint compensation 

algorithm by the following two points: 

(1) Construction of candidate motion vectors. In this paper, we use the motion vectors of 

8-neighbor blocks around the target block to construct the candidate motion vector set. However, 

other methods to find candidate motion vectors still exist, and we will discuss some effective 

ones among them in the next step. 

(2) MMSE model. The Tikhonov regularization in the proposed MMSE model is described 

by directly using the residual energy between the two candidate blocks. In future, the features 

extracted from candidate blocks will be designed to form the Tikhonov regularization so as to 

improve the accuracy of joint motion compensation.  
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